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Beyond Pilgrim Hats and Turkey Hands:  
Using Thanksgiving to Promote Citizenship 
and Activism
Erica M. Christie and Sarah E. Montgomery, 

In many elementary classrooms, Thanksgiving is celebrated 
by donning homemade Pilgrim hats, grocery bag vests, and 
colorful construction-paper headdresses, as students join 

together to reenact the “first” Thanksgiving with a mock feast. 
The walls are hung with hands colored to resemble turkeys. 
Students compose journal entries on the topic, “what I am 
thankful for.” These typical Thanksgiving activities, while 
certainly fun and entertaining, can also be problematic, offer-
ing students an overly simplistic, stereotyped, and perhaps 
inaccurate understanding of the holiday. Additionally, such 
lessons often promote arts and crafts over the learning of social 
studies content. 

These concerns about the typical Thanksgiving lessons are 
not meant to suggest that teaching about holidays is inherently 
a biased or trivial endeavor. On the contrary, holiday curricu-
lum can provide a prime opportunity for elementary teachers 
to infuse their classrooms with meaningful and critical social 
studies content. Even in our current educational era, where 
time spent on social studies is declining and the subject is a 
low priority on standardized tests,1 elementary teachers remain 
interested and committed to teaching students about holidays 
and seasonal changes as they arise throughout the school year. 
Indeed, holidays have been a standard component of elemen-
tary social studies for almost 100 years; the1916 report, The 
Social Studies in Secondary Schools, listed “study the mean-
ing of national holidays” as a primary objective of elementary 
curriculum.2 

A New Purpose
Rather than ignore this often beloved aspect of elementary cur-
riculum, we suggest embracing national holidays, reinvigorating 
them with new purpose and meaning. The holidays provide 
elementary teachers a rare and welcome opportunity to spotlight 
the social studies in their classrooms, replacing superficial craft 
activities with powerful and engaging social studies lessons. In 
this article, we share four strategies to help you reinvigorate your 

Thanksgiving lessons with rich social studies content aimed at 
promoting citizenship and activism. 

There are many directions that a reinvented Thanksgiving 
curriculum could take, and upon exploration, we discovered 
several excellent resources already available to teachers (listed 
at the end). Some resources offer historical information about 
the original Thanksgiving feast, providing teachers and students 
with more accurate and complete understandings of this event, in 
particular the perspectives of Native American participants. 

 More difficult to locate, however, are lessons that envision 
Thanksgiving as a vehicle for teaching young students about 
activism, advocacy, and civic responsibility today. The four 
teaching strategies shared here re-imagine the Thanksgiving 
curriculum, offering practical ideas that move beyond Pilgrim 
hats and turkey hands to highlight new perspectives, share 
untold stories, create opportunities for civic action, and discover 
unsung role models. Complete lesson plans detailing each of 
these four strategies, including student handouts and teacher 
materials, are available online at a blog hosted by authors at 
montgomerysa.edublogs.org/. 

I. Present-day Pilgrims
Many Thanksgiving lessons in elementary classrooms focus 
solely on the “first” Thanksgiving celebrated in 1621 by English 
colonists and Native Americans in Plymouth, Massachusetts, 
with little teaching devoted to the realities of Thanksgiving 
celebrations in America today. This teaching strategy moves 
beyond the “first” Thanksgiving and promotes critical literacy by 
encouraging students to consider larger questions such as “What 
is a pilgrim?” and “What is Thanksgiving?” Critical literacy, 
which encourages students to question a text, perspective, or 
event, is crucial to the development of active citizenship. A criti-
cal literacy approach can support students considering multiple 
perspectives regarding the typical Thanksgiving narrative.3

For this strategy, begin by reading Eve Bunting’s powerful 
children’s book featuring a modern Thanksgiving tale, How 
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Many Days to America? A Thanksgiving Story. A family flees 
its (unspecified) home country after a group of hostile soldiers 
visit their house late one night. The refugees make a difficult 
journey by boat to the United States and arrive on Thanksgiving 
Day. After students respond to the story, either in writing or 
artistically, lead a class discussion about the definition of the 
word “pilgrim” and help students think critically about how the 
family members in Bunting’s book may be considered pilgrims. 
Have students use a Venn Diagram to compare and contrast the 
experiences of the family in Bunting’s book to the experiences 
of the 1621 Pilgrims. 

Through sharing these comparisons, support students as 
they reconsider our traditional conception of the word “pil-
grim” as representing only the English colonists who arrived in 
Plymouth, Massachusetts. Encourage students to recognize that 
many groups have made a long, difficult journey to America in 
search of freedom, and that the Thanksgiving holiday celebrates 
such freedom. 

Last, critical literacy involves students not only critiquing a 
narrative, but also taking action. Consider having your students 
reinvent the typical Thanksgiving pageant or feast. Have students 
work as active citizens to educate others about what they have 
learned by acting out the story of the family in this book, or 
by conducting inquiry and sharing their findings about refugee 
and immigrant experiences in your area. 

II. Activist Sarah Hale
The traditional focus on the 1621 feast tends to overshadow 
the equally compelling story of how Thanksgiving became a 
national holiday. In fact, the holiday did not become a part of 
American tradition until much later and would not exist without 
the persistent advocacy of Sarah Hale (1788–1879), a popular 
author, editor, and female role model for generations of future 
activists. Our second teaching strategy uses historical inquiry 
with primary source documents to engage students with Hale’s 
story and encourage critical thinking about what personal 
qualities of an activist lead to successful social change.

Begin this inquiry by posing and eliciting student responses 
to the inquiry question “How did Thanksgiving become a 
national holiday?” Next, read students the picture book Thank 
You Sarah: The Woman Who Saved Thanksgiving by Laurie 
Halse Anderson. This text whimsically depicts Hale as a real-
life hero whose secret weapon was her pen, which she used to 
write persuasive letters about issues important to her, including 
the creation of a national Thanksgiving holiday. Hale wrote 
letters in vain to four presidents before President Abraham 
Lincoln finally listened to her ideas. Lincoln recognized that 
the holiday could unite the country in the midst of the Civil 
War, and he declared Thanksgiving a national holiday in 1863. 
After discussing the book, share with students the original, hand-
written letter Hale wrote to Lincoln, alongside the typed text of 
the letter for easier reading (both versions are available through 
the Library of Congress’s Thanksgiving Primary Resources 

collection, memory.loc.gov/teachers). Depending on the age 
of your students, provide students with a graphic organizer to 
help them decode the document in small groups, or analyze 
it as a whole class, focusing on Hale’s persuasive reasons for 
creating a national holiday. 

As a follow up engagement, extend this historical inquiry by 
imagining that a future president of the United States considers 
canceling Thanksgiving. Have students write a persuasive letter, 
as Hale did, to the president urging him or her to reconsider this 
decision by providing compelling reasons why Thanksgiving 
should remain a holiday. Conclude this strategy by drawing 
students’ attention to Hale’s role as a citizen activist who used 
the power of her words to bring about social change. Brainstorm 
attributes that made Hale successful as an activist, and consider 
ways students can follow her example to advocate for social 
issues in their own communities. 

III. Diverse Celebrations
To effectively promote active citizenship in our social studies 
teaching, we need to support our students as they become 
discerning consumers of media messages. This third teaching 
strategy does just that by promoting critical media literacy. 
Critical media literacy helps students learn how to critically 
question messages they receive through various forms of media 
such as images, television shows, websites, or video games.4 
Critiquing issues of diversity that are present or lacking in 
images of Thanksgiving, and recreating these images, provides 
students with an opportunity to analyze how Thanksgiving is 
celebrated in our nation.

Begin by providing students with some background infor-
mation about Norman Rockwell and his painting, “Freedom 
From Want.” 5 Give students an opportunity to quietly look at 
the image and write down their ideas, thoughts, or questions. 
Then lead a class discussion about the image, initially asking 
questions only about explicit elements, such as “What is hap-
pening in this image?” or “Who is this group of people?” 

Next, encourage students to think more deeply about the 
messages or implicit content regarding the family’s socio-
economic class, facial expressions, food choices, and gender 
roles. Considering the messages this image sends about what 
Thanksgiving celebrations look like in the United States, ask 
students, “Does this picture represent what Thanksgiving looks 
like at your gathering?” Extend this discussion by asking students 
to consider a statement from the book 1621: A New Look at 
Thanksgiving: “To the Wampanoag, the holiday is a reminder 
of the arrival of the English in their homeland, a presence that 
brought betrayal and bloodshed” (p. 43). 

Encourage students to share responses about the diverse ways 
they observe Thanksgiving. Address themes such as with whom 
they celebrate or observe the day, how and where they celebrate, 
what kinds of foods they eat, where they obtain the food (e.g., 
stores, farms, restaurants, or food pantries), what languages are 
spoken, and what cultural traditions are shared. Give students 
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an opportunity to take action by creating and sharing images of 
their Thanksgiving celebrations. Consider how you might use 
technology to create and share these images, perhaps creating 
a blog or school newspaper article to educate others about the 
diverse ways the Thanksgiving holiday is celebrated within and 
beyond your classroom.

IV. Extending the Canned Food Drive
Service learning projects are often planned in conjunction with 
Thanksgiving, as students are encouraged to be charitable to 
those less fortunate during the holiday season. Service learning 
is an educational strategy that purposefully connects academic 
curriculum with community service and student reflection, 
emphasizing youth voice and decision-making.6 

Unfortunately, many Thanksgiving-themed service learning 
projects, such as a canned food drive, are conducted as isolated 
events, disconnected from the curriculum and lacking any rel-
evancy in students’ lives. Without a deeper understanding of 
the issue of hunger and the needs of a food bank, food drives 
can become competitive, superficial acts of service. This fourth 
teaching strategy extends Thanksgiving service learning projects 
to provide opportunities for teaching about social issues and 
active citizenship. 

Strengthen your school’s canned food drive by contextual-
izing it within a series of meaningful lessons about hunger in 
your community. First, have students draw pictures of what they 
imagine a hungry person to look like. Then provide students 
with information about the realities of hunger, using websites 
like feedingamerica.org to share statistics and voices of hungry 
people. Encourage students to recreate their initial drawings 
to more accurately illustrate the hungry population and avoid 
stereotypical depictions. Indeed, early stages of malnutrition 
do not necessarily have obvious physical signs, but do affect 
our ability to concentrate, learn, and enjoy life. The growing 
demand for school breakfast and lunch programs indicate that 
lack of food is a real problem for many families struggling in 
today’s economy.7 Discuss with your students the location of 
services in your community that provide free or low-cost food 
to families—including your school food program.

Next, use an interactive simulation to help students under-
stand the root causes of hunger. Prior to class, fill bags with 
various amounts of a small snack, mirroring the distribution 
of food around the world, with some people receiving none, 
others a small or medium amount, and a few receiving a large 
snack. Randomly distribute the snack bags and instruct students 
to open their bags, counting their snack. After the chorus of 
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“it’s not fair” dies down, give students time to devise a more 
just way to allocate the snack among the class. Lead a class 
discussion about the experience, focusing on why it is often 
tough for people to share resources or collaborate on com-
munity issues. Connect this simulation to the realities of food 
distribution around the globe and help students see that there 
is enough food in the world to feed everyone, but it is not get-
ting distributed fairly, often because of poverty, access to food, 
and transportation. Have students brainstorm ideas for how we 
could share food more equally and justly, recalling their own 
feelings from the simulation. 

Building on students’ growing understanding of hunger, 
hold a class meeting to brainstorm service ideas and facilitate 
a decision-making process in which students decide on a class 
service project. Ideas might include starting a school vegetable 
garden, developing a public service announcement about the 
causes of hunger, working with the school cafeteria to reduce 
food waste, writing and performing a play about hunger, paint-
ing posters to promote your school’s free breakfast program, 
or sending letters to the newspaper offering suggestions for 
alleviating hunger in your community. Whatever the project, 
encourage students to continually reflect on the complexity of 
hunger and empower students to take ownership in planning 
and implementing the service. 

Conclusion
Thanksgiving provides elementary teachers with a unique 
opportunity to teach students about civic responsibility and 
activism using both historical and present-day examples. We 
hope the four strategies presented here will encourage you 
to examine the content of your Thanksgiving curriculum to 
identify spaces where new perspectives can emerge, untold 
stories can be shared, and civic action can be inspired. Indeed, 
we anticipate these strategies will jump-start your own creative 
ideas for infusing rich social studies content into the holiday 
curriculum. There are countless directions that a reinvigorated 
Thanksgiving curriculum could be taken beyond these four 
highlighted strategies. Possibilities include an examination of 
celebrations of thanksgiving around the world, an inquiry into 
Native American festivals of thanks (such as the Iroquois Green 
Corn Festival), and a historical analysis of the cultural roots of 
popular Thanksgiving traditions, like football, Black Friday, and 
the Macy’s parade—all examples of curricular content typically 
left out of the Thanksgiving narrative. 

The teaching strategies provided in this article, along with 
your own ideas, can infuse important social studies content into 
your holiday curriculum in deep and powerful ways, making 
the most of the limited time available for social studies. While 
it is certainly challenging to rethink traditional holiday curricu-
lum and find time to teach it, we believe it is challenge worth 
embracing, for holidays like Thanksgiving provide a compelling 
opportunity to inspire thoughtful young citizens to take action, 
ask critical questions, and share their diverse voices. 
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Online Resources

History Channel, www.history.com/content/thanksgiving 
Offers information about the history of Thanksgiving, 
including videos and audio clips of interviews with Plimoth 
Plantation living history museum characters.

Library of Congress - Thanksgiving Primary Resources, www.
loc.gov/teachers/
Search for primary resources such as Sarah Hale’s letter to 
President Lincoln and Thanksgiving timelines.

Library of Congress - Norman Rockwell’s Four Freedoms,www.
loc.gov/exhibits/treasures/trm142.html 
Offers an image of and information about Rockwell’s famous 
painting.

National Archives - Norman Rockwell’s Freedom from Want, 
www.archives.gov/exhibits/powers_of_persuasion/four_
freedoms/images_html/images/freedom_from_want.jpg 
Offers an enlarged image of Rockwell’s painting suitable for 
students to analyze and critique. 

 Scholastic: The First Thanksgiving, www.scholastic.com/
scholastic_thanksgiving  
Students can journey as Pilgrims on the Mayflower, compare 
the daily life of Pilgrims with the Wampanoag people, and 
explore the first Thanksgiving feast through audio clips, text, 
images, and a webquest. 

Pilgrim Hall Museum, www.pilgrimhall.org/plgrmhll.htm  
Offers a detailed history of both the Pilgrims and the 
Wampanoag people, providing primary resources and images 
of artifacts.
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